


TODAY
•A trio of ideas to frame our time
•Analytics and B2B Lead Generation
•Next Steps
•Q&A



YOU CAN GO YOUR OWN WAY

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2021/04/02/7-of-americans-dont-use-the-internet-who-are-they/
Gartner, 5 Ways the Future of B2B Buying Will Rewrite the Rules of Effective Selling, Brent Adamson, Nick Toman 4 August, 2020

“Sellers have little opportunity to 
influence customer decisions

The ready availability of quality information through digital channels has made it 
far easier for buyers to gather information independently, meaning sellers have 
less access and fewer opportunities to influence customer decisions.

In fact‚ Gartner research finds that when B2B buyers are considering a 
purchase‚ they spend only 17% of that time meeting with potential suppliers. 
When buyers are comparing multiple suppliers‚ the amount of time spent with 
anyone sales rep maybe only 5% or 6%.”

https://www.gartner.com/en/sales/insights/b2b-buying-journey


WHERE IS IT?
•Buyers use online 
information, do they 
use yours?
•Where is the 
interaction?



INFORMED, NOT A SLAVE TO

•“How many opens 
and clicks?”
•“It feels like. . .”
•Data informed vs.
data driven



I’M THE MAP, THE MAP
•Customers are 
predictable
•Where are they 
getting their 
information?



SETTING OUR BIG FRAME
•WHERE?

• INFORMED

•MAP



5 MANEUVERS
•Build in
•Broadcast
•Balance
•Break Up
•Begin 1

4

3
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BUILD IN
•Every page
•Use Tag Assistant 
•Use Tag Manager
•Watch sub-accounts
• (new vs old)

UA-1234567-32



BROADCAST
•Start simply with automated weekly reporting

SITE TRAFFIC             SITE ACTIVITY                GOAL

Speaking of goals



BALANCE
•Goals matched to 
buyer’s decision
•How will you know 
this to be true? 
•Some are easy, some 
are not so easy



BREAK UP

•Separating Interesting 
from Important
•The more detailed, 
the less interesting
•E.g.: Last touch/ad 
silos/funnels



BEGIN
•Leading/lagging 
•Week to week
•Month to month
•Quarter to quarter
•Year to year 



BONUS
•Hook ‘em up
•Try Data Studio
•Shove your data insearch

ads

analytic



QUICK REVIEW
•Where?
• Informed
•Map

•Build in
•Broadcast
•Balance
•Break Up
•Begin
•Bonus



QUESTIONS?

??

?



NEXT STEPS
•Check the installation and connect 
with other Google products.
•Agree on internal sales cycle and 
customer decision process labels.
•Start asking, “How would we know 
this to be happening?”



WE CAN HELP

•Tell us what you need 
“more of” and where 
you are today. 
•We can help set up a
measurement system
that fits your unique situation.



THANK YOU! 

INFO@LEADGENCOMPASS.COM

402-334-1824 


